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Reviewer's report:

This is an interesting article on how the relationships between the stakeholders affect the trial oversight process.

My main comment lies around the concept of 'ethnography' and the risk of overusing it. It is difficult to see in which ways this 'ethnographic' study differs from an 'ordinary' qualitative study and what the added-value is.

Therefore, the manuscript would benefit from more justification for choosing to carry out an ethnographic study and what the added-value of such a methodology is. In addition, it would benefit from having more detail on the advantages/inconveniences of the ethnographic methods used, in particular the observations: were they overt/covert and what were the reasons for it?

Page 4: "CIs" should read "Chief Investigators (CIs)"

Page 6: "Standardised observation schedule" - Can you give more detail on this?

Page 8: what does "TM" refer to?

Page 8: Need for consistency when identifying the quotes: "trial" (line 53) whereas you refer to "RCT" in the rest of the quotes.

Page 10: "RCTl" should read "RCT"

Page 12: "#38, Independent TSC member RCT 7" should read "#38, Independent TSC member, RCT 7"
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